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Part 1. The C-Pen DictionaryPen could be used in a two-way scanning - one its connecting to a
computer platform, another in off-line anywhere and then connecting to a computer platform to
edit a scanned text.Part 2. For instance to make good use of Part 1 is a [ Categorization-themed
collection of English expressions ] practice that leads us to enjoy reading, writing, listening to
and speaking.



Part 1. The C-Pen DictionaryPen ‘s use is now advised in a two-way, in a double-bladed way or
in a Nitoryu (two-swords) style – just like MLB player, Shohei Ohtani – (1) direct connection to a
computer, (2) indirect connection to a computer – later it will be connected to a computer for
editing, so that we could keep enhancing English ability for reading, writing and listening while
enjoying them.Part 2. Categorization-themed collection of English expressionsand Text-to-
Speech – utilizing a great combination of C-Pen and AWS/Polly)Here are Enjoyable Approaches
toRead more to Write and Speak well.This book is based on the philosophy of “Discover things
by ourselves rather than given things by others”Linkcommcenter, Tokyo, JapanAll right
reservedCopy right © by Mitsumochi YanagawaYour support of the author’s right is
appreciated.http://discover-rifu.sum-up.com/wpdiscoverenglish.mets@gmail.comPart 1. The C-
Pen DictionaryPen ‘s use is now advised in a two-way, in a double-bladed way or in a Nitoryu
(two-swords) style – just like MLB player, Shohei Ohtani – (1) direct connection to a computer,
(2) indirect connection to a computer – later it will be connected to a computer for editing, so that
we could keep enhancing English ability for reading, writing and listening while enjoying
them.Re. (1) for instance . make good use of an excellent combination of AWS/Polly with C-Pen
DictionaryPen and we will enjoy Text-to-Speech reading our favorite English expressions.Re. (2)
[ Scan to File ]C-Pen DictionaryPen (C610D) Working Flow1st stage:1. Starting condition – the
C-Pen device that has been charged to some degree is disconnected from PC2. Press [power
button]3. Select [Scan to File] appeared4. Select [continue or new]5. Start
scanning6. After completion of scanning, connection of the device is to be made to
PC7. Select [U-Disk connecting] appearing that means the scanned text has been transferred
to a folder at the PC8. Click [C610D] showing up at the PC as the device is an USB one9.
Select [e_ScanFile]10. Edit as necessary and make a storage2nd stage: Text-to-Speech1.
Kindle Fire personal document2. AWS/Polly (machine learning) by copy & pastePhilosophy:
Discover favorite expressions in English by ourselves rather than given by others – Proposed for
it is a [Categorization-themed pursuit of the philosophy, that is, personally favorite categorization
of English expressions, will really be useful for effective reading, writing and speaking]
theme.Refer to Part 2.Part 2. Categorization-themed collection of English
expressionsCategorization-themed collection of English expressions and Text-to-Speech (TTS –
utilizing a great combination of C-Pen and AWS Polly) Here are Enjoyable Approaches toRead
more to Write and Speak well.This book is based on the philosophy of “Discover things by
ourselves rather than given things by others”Linkcommcenter, Tokyo, JapanAll right
reservedCopy right © by Mitsumochi YanagawaYour support of the author’s right is
appreciated.linkcommcenter@ac.cyberhome.ne.jpdiscoverenglish.mets@gmail.com: (Visit and
you could find out principal publications by the author, therein)1. Enjoy English Languages and
Culture on Multidimensional Stages for English Languages and Culture Enjoying Colleagues
(with first half in Japanese)2. Enjoy Communal Reading with C-Pen scanner and Kindle for



Summarizing – read more to write and speak well, enjoyable approaches to it hereinEnjoy our
Categorization-themed Collection of English Expressions and Text-to-Speech - combined use of
C-Pen scanner with AWS PollyEbook Library Polly Using C-Pen DictionaryPen1/ Login into
[Console], and then2/ Select: Machine Learning/Ebook Library Polly and then input text as an
example below, using C-Pen DictionaryPen3/ Select: voice (Male/Female) and then click [Listen
Speech] 4/ (Hi! My name is Joanna. I will read any text you type here.)It is followed by - C-Pen
scanned text – for instance : excerpted from: Summarizing Information by Brigitte Endres-
Niggemeyer:Let us assume that the mission of a preface is to install some context, some
common ground where author and reader meet. The usual practice is to say a few words about
the motivation of the book and to sketch how it came into being, evoking the scientific
background, the places, or the people which or who played a role in its history.Table of
ContentsIntroductory corner – Categorization and Text-to-SpeechPrior to the following
personally categorized collection of English expressionsAdverb and its position (in a
sentence)Dynamic American EnglishPosition and PlacePrepositionPast and Present Participle,
and GerundPunctuationQuantityRelative & Relative clauseRelation-concernedReturn-to Asian
eraSentenceThesaurusTimeUse, Purpose, Method, Way, case & EventVerbWith-phraseWord-
CombinationsWords with a diversity of meaningNon-categorized cornerAnother personally
categorized corner, previously editedReferences, and Supplementary Note - Effective work
stream for TTS as an ideaIntroductory corner – Categorization and Text-to-SpeechTo enjoy
English expressions and listening to them, jump out to the world of global communication -
please be advised to execute it:(In addition to making good use of this e-book, visit , the author’s
web site, you should continuously be able to find new discoveries out.)Just for your information:
In the Nikkei Press/My Resume of June 26, 2018, Takashi Atohda, Japanese writer, places an
emphasis on reading, first of all, over mother tongue and then foreign languages, in brushing up
language abilities.1/ Categorization – personally categorized collection of English
expressionThis thought is based on the philosophy of discovering a variety of contemporary
expressions ourselves rather than being given by others; it should be even more joyful. The
followings are just for example for my personally categorized collections of English expressions;
almost all of those have been excerpted from the New York Times and NY Times/California
Today – it is because I think we could learn contemporary and dynamic expressions of English
language.2/ Text-to-Speech (TTS): in order to listen to your favorite English expressions
repeatedly as many times as possible,please be advised to make good use of the
followings:Kindle Fire – its TTS function for personal document1) C-Pen DictionaryPen’s
character scanning function (and other C-Pen scanning products) is of high affinity with AWS
Polly text-to-speech functions with AI utilized.Comment:Text-to-SpeechC-Pen DictionaryPen &
AWS (Ebook Library Web Services) Pollywww.Ebook Library.com/jp/pollyAWS / Sign in to the
AWS Management ConsoleSelect: Text-to-SpeechSelect: Ebook Library Polly Text-to-
SpeechInput (write or paste) text (with the C-Pen DictionaryPen USB-connected to a PC
platform); recommended is the PC platform should be sensitive to the USB connection to make



the C-Pen work in its revolutionary performance. In this sense, the Lenovo as well will be
preferable in light of my experience. 2) Ebook Library Polly could lead to better TTS in eBook
application as well.3) NaturalReaders.com – Commercial versionExecute the item 1 above,
Categorization, and we will find reading themes out so that we can acquire reading skills with
pleasure. Execute the item 2, Text-to-Speech, and we will naturally acquire writing skills and
resultantly speaking ones. That is, we do not need to place speaking skills in the starting
position of English learning, I believe; it is partially because there are globally time differences
and working time differences firm by firm, and to cope with or meet an overwhelmingly great
quantity of advanced information globally, keeping brushing up writing skills is my unchanged
philosophy in managing my Web site – as wellRef.: Try to consult with: ; in addition to Google
Translate, and you will find out this Web site dictionary might be one of the most contemporary
for word-combination, in particular.. Incidentally, you could consult with Google Chrome/
Translate, while reading a Web site article on the Google Chrome.Prior to the following
personally categorized collection of English expressionsIt would be our pleasure to find English
expressions, sometimes dynamic, sometimes in rhyme and sometimes contemporary, which
attract our interests, and then make them fall in personal categories.The following excerpted
sentences, for instance, teach us many effective expressions over the category of Adverb & its
position, Punctuation, Sentences, Time, Verb and so on, including making good use of Text-to-
Speech.NT Times/California Today of May 29, 2018 Senator Dianne Feinstein, center, and Lt.
Gov. Gavin Newsom, a candidate for governor, center right, at a Memorial Day commemoration
at San Francisco National Cemetery on Monday. Jeff Chiu/Associated Press(partially
omitted)For most people, the biggest day on the political calendar is the first Tuesday in
November — Election Day. But in California, a more critical date may be next Tuesday, June 5.
It’s a primary that could end up saying more about who leads this state — and more critically,
from a national perspective, the composition of its congressional delegation — than what
happens in November.There are a flood of big races to watch over the next eight days. The New
York Times has dispatched reporters across the state, and we have with detailed information on
the contests. And for the next week, every morning’s edition of California Today will focus on the
campaign unfolding across the state.June 5 is a big day because of California’s open
nonpartisan primary: The two top finishers next week will face each other in November. With so
many candidates dividing the votes, voters in November may end up having a choice
between from the same party.Note – again, prior to the following personally categorized
collection of English expressions::1/ Past participle & Present participle - Regarding the
contemporary state of the art of TENSE as a grammatical rule, we will find out it over the
following: Category – Past & Present Participle2/ Present participle - including : gerund - a noun
in the form of the present participle3/ Punctuation (incl. parenthesis, comma, hyphenation and
so on)Ref. - 1. Eats, Shoots & Leaves authored by LYNNE TRUSS, published by PROFILE
BOOKS, 2. BETTER PUNCTUATION IN 30 MINUTES A DAY authored by Ceil Cleveland,
published by CAREER PRESS, 3. Complete PLAIN WORDS p.152-175, authored by Sir Ernest



Gowers, published by the Penguin Group, 4. The Penguin Guide to PLAIN ENGLISH p.192-197,
authored by Harry Blamires, published by the Penguin GroupRef. - Oxford Guide to Effective
Writing and Speaking by John Seely Excerpted from page 152 of the title: Re: -related In the
fast lanes of the 1990s there is a constant drive to speed up communication. As a word joined
on with a hyphen, -related is a short cut. Instead of ‘illnesses caused by stress’, ‘crimes caused
by drink’, ‘negotiations about money’, we have stress-related illnesses, drink-related crimes,
money-related negotiations. It would be a pity to overdo this or, like any other useful
linguistic device, it would degenerate into jargon.4/ Relative Pronoun (including: its abbreviated
or cut-down style as well )5/ Thesaurus (including: repeated expressions in contrast with the
philosophy of Thesaurus) Ref.. - Microsoft ENCARTA College Thesaurus, published by
ST.MARTIN'S PRESS6/ Verb (is likely for basic ones to be used in contrast with noun, adjective
and adverb - address, face, commit, engage, find, involve, make, lead to, have the effect of
doing, lay, raise, etc.; it might be allowed to repeatedly use the same expression  for instance,
fail to do , fail to do - used repeatedly in the same sentence, in contrast with the philosophy of
Thesaurus. And popular verbs are likely to be often used in main sentences in particular. Ref.- 1.
Complete PLAIN WORDS p.127-145, authored by Sir Ernest Gowers, published by the Penguin
Group, 2. The Penguin Guide to PLAIN ENGLISH, authored by Harry Blamires, published by the
Penguin Group)7/ With-related phrase (It seems used when the subject of a supplemental
sentence is different from the one of the main sentence.)Ref. 1 - In using with-related phrases,
please be advised to refer to page 171, in particular, of The Penguin Guide to Plain English,
authored by Harry Blamires, published by the Penguin Group; described therein is “Some of the
most unfortunate misuses of ‘with’ occur when the word is followed by a present participle.”Ref. 2
- Write Tight authored by William Brohaugh, published by Writer’s Digest Books8/ Word
CombinationsRef. - The BBI Dictionary of English Word Combinations, revised edition, compiled
by: Morton Benson, Evelyn Benson & Robert Ilson9/ Plain EnglishOne of recent
announcements from SEC on its plain writing efforts is: U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission Compliance Report on Implementation of the Plain Writing Act of 2010 April 13,
2017 Summary of steps taken by the SEC to implement the Plain Writing Act of 2010 (Act)On
the other hand, it might be indispensable for us to keep in mind several suggestions on Plain
English, for instance, in Section B & Reference in the book [Oxford Guide to Effective Writing
and Speaking] by John Seely.Ref.. NY Times of July 7, 2018 By ANA SWANSON and NEIL
IRWINPresident Trump has said that trade wars are “easy to win,” but the question is whether he
has a plan to achieve the results he wants.Adverb and its position (in a sentence)1. NY Times of
Aug. 30, 2017 By JACK HEALY, RICHARD PÉREZ-PEÑA and ALAN BLINDER The death toll
from Harvey was rising and officials said their rescue effort was nowhere near done.2.NY Times
of Sept. 3,, 2017  By KENNETH P. VOGEL and RACHEL SHOREY Well before most of them
will announce they are running, prospective Democratic candidates for president are taking
steps to lay the financial foundation for a campaign.3. NY Times / California Today of Oct. 9,
2017 Roughly a quarter of the nation’s homeless - about 118,000 people - live in California.



Frustration over the lack of headway has some city leaders now embracing a strategy once
considered unthinkable: Sanctioned homeless camps.4. NY Times/California Today of Oct.
13, ,2017 By MIKE MCPHATE Since igniting on Sunday, they’ve swept across roughly 300
square miles. In Santa Rosa alone, an estimated 2,834 homes were destroyed, the city’s mayor
said on Thursday.5. NY Times/California Today of Mar. 19, 2018 To be sure, the bill is anything
but a sure thing. And those numbers are theoretical maximums. The actual increase in housing,
which would take decades to build, would most likely be much lower. Still, the numbers show
that cities across California would have to endure big changes for the state to meet its climate
goals.6. NY Times/California Today of Mar. 30, 2018 The Oakland Cannery is just the type of
place that the city likes to promote as its heart and soul. The former Del Monte fruit processing
facility has for several decades served as a live/work space for painters, musicians, fashion
designers, writers and photographers.7. NY Times/California Today of Mar. 8, 2018 A sharp rise
in heroin use has created intense fear among community members and public health officials in
Humboldt County, even while California as a whole has one of the lowest overall opioid-related
death rates in the country.8. NY Times/California Today of May 9, 2018 George Deukmejian, a
two-term California governor who was admired by Republicans and Democrats alike for his
willingness to cross party boundaries, has died at his home in Long Beach. He was 89. []9. NY
Times/California Today of Aug. 10, 2018By BROOKS BARNES AND JENNIFER
MEDINA(partially omitted) On Wednesday, the elite organization behind the Oscars sent a letter
to its roughly 9,200 members. The note outlined — in the vaguest of ways — to the Academy
Awards, each intended “to keep the Oscars and our academy relevant in a changing world.10.
Election Day has arrived. Here is what to know. By The New York TimesNY Times/California
Today of Nov. 7, 2018 Election Day is finally upon us. As California - and the nation - awaits the
results, here is what you need to know to follow the day’s events. Polls are open from 7 a.m. to 8
p.m., and Californians voting on Election Day can , on the California Secretary of State’s website.
The New York Times has reporters stationed throughout the state.11. The Straits Times of Nov.
23, 2018 The Asian VoiceASEAN can stop Indo-Pacific from becoming US-China 'theatre':
Jakarta Post columnist In the article, the writer cautions about the growing build-up of
strongholds by the US and China in the area around the region, and urges the alliance to
respond effectively to secure its position.12. NY Times/California Today of Nov. 28, 2018 Over
the weekend, at the San Ysidro border crossing, as U.S. agents fired tear gas at Central
American migrants trying to cross into the country from Tijuana. (partially skipped) Jennifer
Medina(*): San Ysidro is a kind of suburb of San Diego. Like many Southern California towns,
one of the defining features is the sprawling strip malls. (*) correspondent13. NY Times/
California Today of Dec. 10, 2018 You probably already know that a widespread housing
shortage, especially in California’s cities, has become one of the state’s most intractable
problems. If you can’t afford to live close to your job, you have to spend more time on the road.
And if you have to spend time on the road, your car is adding to the state’s horrific traffic as well
as pollution, and so on.14. Chicago Tribune of Feb. 21, 2019 Mendoza’s political story is a little



more Chicago conventional: Her steady ascension has been helped in part by
forming alliances with a variety of old-school Democratic establishment figures, and in some
casesbreaking those ties when it was beneficial to her career15. Chicago Tribune Feb. 28, 2019
Metra and Amtrak service was set to return to normal for the morning rush Friday, a day after
more than 60,000 Chicago commuters either had long waits or had to find another way home
Thursday because of an Amtrak signal problem. Amtrak said the system had been restored just
before 9 p.m. Thursday, so Friday’s commute would not be affected. The passenger railroad
apologized in statement to its own customers and to Metra’s customers. Amtrak also said it will
have additional crews on standby on Friday.16. Chicago Tribune of Mar. 12, 2019 (partially
excerpted) A CTA train hit a car shortly before 9 p.m. near the westbound lane on I-190 near
Mannheim Road, according to Illinois State Police. The driver was taken to an area hospital in
critical condition, state police said.17. Chicago Tribune of Mar. 29, 2019 Women and girls living
near Sterigenics in west suburban Willowbrook between 1995 and 2015 suffered higher than
expected rates of certain cancers associated with long-term exposure to ethylene oxide,
according to a new state report.Dynamic American English(comment: As one of continuous
works on Categorization-themed collection English expressions, shall we enjoy finding out
proper usages of <present participle>, <infinitive> and <With-phrase>, depending on a variety of
sentences.)Comment: Why I feel American dynamism over American English expressions is
because revolutionary advances, in Silicon Valley in particular, may be kept unchanged in a wide
variety range of fields of economy and stocks as well. 1. The following excerption from The NY
Times/California Today seems to make a compact explanation on the dynamism found out in
American English. NY Times / California Today of Nov. 3, 2017 The coast of California. Wallace
Stegner wrote that other places, by comparison, “seem lesser, smaller, duller, less promising,
less exciting.” Max Whittaker for The New York Times. In 1967 the novelist : “Like the rest of
America, California is unformed, innovative, ahistorical, hedonistic, acquisitive, and energetic —
only more so.”2. Have you found out that American English & its dynamism are regionally
featured - West Coast (California as well), Middle Cast (Chicago as well) and East Coast (New
York as well). Shall we keep each of the features in mind in enjoying the article
reading.3. Dynamic America and move of technology companiesNY Times/California Today of
Feb. 15, 2018 We will probably always call it Silicon Valley. But the steady move of technology
companies into downtown San Francisco is shifting the center of gravity of what is arguably
America’s most innovative industry from the rambling, suburban streets of the Valley to the
tightly concentrated and increasingly vertical neighborhood behind San Francisco’s
Embarcadero.4. NY Times /California Today of Feb. 21, 2018 It is usually jazz that plays in the
background at Eso Won Books, a cherished independent bookseller in Los Angeles that for
almost three decades has catered to African-American readers, but sometimes it is David
Bowie, Nirvana or just really loud rock music. James Fugate came to Los Angeles from Detroit in
the late 1980s, and after a short time running the bookstore at Compton College, he and his
partners opened their own store in South Los AngelesPosition and Place1. NY Times of Aug. 23,



2017 By ALEXANDER BURNS and JONATHAN MARTIN The relationship between President
Trump and Senator Mitch McConnell has disintegrated to the point that the men are no longer
on speaking terms.2. Straits Times of Nov. 15, 2017 SINGAPORE - Private schools graduates
lag far behind their peers from public universities in the job market, a survey released on
Wednesday (Nov 15) has found. Many not only had a tougher time landing full-time jobs
compared to public university graduates. They also commanded lower starting salaries.3. NY
Times/California Today of Nov. 16, 2017 By MATT STEVENS Flanked by Cody Riley, left, and
Jalen Hill, third from left, UCLA basketball player LiAngelo Ball reads his statement as head
coach Steve Alford listens during a news conference at U.C.L.A. on Wednesday. Jae C. Hong/
Associated PressNY Times/California Today of July 19, 2018It stretches more than 650 miles,
from south of Los Angeles to north of San Francisco, through Big Sur and across the Golden
State Bridge, and knits together all that encapsulates California in the national imagination: the
Pacific Coast, the redwood forests, the automobile.Preposition - at, in, on, over, in doing
(something), with (with regard to)1.. NY Times of Oct. 1, 2017 By PETER BAKER and ROBERT
PEAR The selection of a successor for Tom Price, who resigned as secretary of health and
human services, could be a turning point in the debate over health care.2..NY Times/California
of Oct. 3, 2017 For more than 30 years, has studied the question now on many Americans’
minds: How do we stop this?3. NY Times of Nov. 8, 2017 By JONATHAN MARTIN and
ALEXANDER BURNS The Democratic Party's crowning success of the night came in Virginia,
where Ralph S. Northam, an understated physician and Army veteran, won a commanding
victory for governor,4. NY Times of Dec. 12, 2017 By SARAH MASLIN NIR and WILLIAM K.
RASHBAUM The would-be suicide attacker told officials he set off the bomb in retaliation for
U.S. strikes on ISIS, targeting a subway tunnel because of its Christmas-themed posters.5. NY
Times /California Today of Mar. 28, 2018 California was among 12 states suing to block the
Trump administration from adding a question about citizenship to the 2020 census, arguing that
the change would cause fewer Americans to be counted. []6. NY Times/California Today of April
5, 2018 Some of those tensions might be easing. The state and White House are in talks on a
deal over a major point of contention: whether California would continue getting a waiver to
impose its own stricter emission standards. ()7. NY Times/California Today of April 20, 2018As
many as 40 people now participate in the weekly ritual at the Wendy’s on Country Club Drive
here in Palm Desert — with Ms. Mahler, 88, at the group’s center. She is the main figure in a
documentary short, “,” that will make its New York debut on Saturday at the Tribeca Film
Festival.8. NY Times/California Today of May 4, 2018 Gov. Jerry Brown delivered the keynote
address at the annual California-China Business Summit in Beverly Hills on Thursday. Gov. Jerry
Brown pushed for greater cooperation with China in his keynote address at the annual California-
China Business Summit in Beverly Hills on Thursday. “Globalization is here. We are not getting
rid of it. And a trade war is stupid,” he said. []9. The Straits Times of June 9, 2018 Trump-Kim
summit: Laksa and chicken rice on the menu for journalists, who can choose from 45 dishes
from 15 cuisines.10. NY Times of Sept. 18, 2018 By JIM TANKERSLEY and KEITH



BRADSHER The president said the tariffs, which will hit everyday consumer products, will go
into effect on Sept. 24.11. (to see with-phrase used in item 10. above) NY Times of Sept. 19,
2018 By KEITH BRADSHER China said it would impose tariffs on an additional $60 billion of
U.S. imports. But Beijing is running out of American goods to target as the trade war
intensifies.12. NY Times/California Today of Sept. 19, 2018 No other family has wielded as much
influence over California as the Browns: Pat Brown served as governor over two terms beginning
in 1959, while his son Jerry is now in his fourth term and second round as the top state
official.13. Nikkei Asian Review of Nov. 26, 2018 HONG KONG (Nikkei Markets) -- Asian stocks
outside of Japan rose Monday amid optimism over earnings and economic growth in emerging
markets, even as investors awaited a meeting this week between the U.S. and Chinese
presidents to gauge whether their trade disputes can be resolved.14. Chicago Tribune of Mar. 7,
2019 The suspected gunman in the fatal shooting of a McHenry County sheriff's officer is in
custody after an hourslong standoff with police off Interstate 55 south of Bloomington,
authorities said. Floyd Brown fled downstate after the shooting, but crashed his vehicle
near Lincoln around 11:30 a.m. after leading Illinois State Police on a chase that reached
speeds over100 mph, authorities said.15. Chicago Tribune of Mar. 25, 2019 Starting later this
year, CTA riders with Apple Pay will be able to use their phones to pay for rides on trains and
buses, the agency said.Past and Present Participle, and Gerund(comment: As one of
continuous works on Categorization-themed collection English expressions, shall we enjoy
finding out proper usages of <present participle>, <infinitive> and <With-phrase>, depending on
a variety of sentences.)1. NY Times Aug. 9, 2017 By NICK WINGFIELDAfter Google fired an
engineer who wrote an anti-diversity manifesto, the tech industry is under the microscope for
penalizing dissenting opinions.2. NY Times of Sept. 14, 2017 By NEIL REISNER, SHERI FINK
and VIVIAN YEE A criminal investigation was opened into a nursing home where eight died after
the air-conditioning failed, a situation the governor . "unfathomable." (*) grammatical comment
on present participle before noun - two usages: (1) landing plane, rising cost, etc. (2) penalizing
opinion, sleeping room, nursing home, etc. In addition, "sweltering" above is used as adjective,
not as present participle. 3. NY Times of Aug. 18, 2017 By MICHAEL D. SHEAR and MAGGIE
HABERMAN President Trump returned to nativist themes, lamenting an assault on
"culture," reviving a bogus story about General John J. Pershing
and attacking Republicans.4. NY Times/California Today of Oct. 19, 2017 A detailed look at what
buildings, crops and inventory were lost at 23 damaged wineries. Firefighting efforts by airplanes
and helicopters were hampered by drones trying to capture aerial footage of the
devastation.5. NY Times/California Today of Nov. 6, 2017 A home being constructed in
Carlsbad, Calif., in 2014. San Diego is one of four metropolitan areas in California where more
than half of homes are priced above $500,000. Mike Blake/Reuters6. NY Times of Jan. 13, 2018
By JULIE HIRSCHFELD DAVIS The president’s racially charged comments threaten an
emerging agreement to project some undocumented immigrants, which risks bringing a
government shutdown.7. NY Times of Feb. 7, 2018 By KENNETH CHANG Elon Musk disrupted



the business of sending rockets into space and has now achieved a milestone in spaceflight by
launching the most powerful rocket currently operating in the world.8. NY Times of Feb. 10, 2018
By MATTHEW ROSENBERG After months of negotiations, the Russian insisted on including
information about the president as part of a deal involving stolen hacking tools.9. NY Times/
California Today of Mar. 21, 2018 Facebook has had a particularly bad few days, even for a
Silicon Valley giant that has been under fire for months. The social network, which was once
Silicon Valley’s pride and joy, is now facing a new scandal over data privacy - and the fallout has
been intense and keeps widening.10. NY Times of July 13, 2018 By CECILIA KANG and
EDMUND LEE A federal judge approved the deal a month ago, saying the federal agency did
not sufficiently prove that the merger would harm competition and consumers.11. NY Times of
Aug. 1, 2018  By NICHOLAS FANDOS and KEVIN ROOSE
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President Trump has said that trade wars are “easy to win,” but the question is whether he has a
plan to achieve the results he wants. NY Times/California Today of Nov. 7, 2018 Election Day is
finally upon us. As California - and the nation - awaits the results, here is what you need to know
to follow the day’s events. Polls are open from 7 a.m. to 8 p.m., and Californians voting on
Election Day can find their polling place here, on the California Secretary of State’s website. The
New York Times has reporters stationed throughout the state. 11. The Straits Times of Nov. 23,
2018 The Asian Voice ASEAN can stop Indo-Pacific from becoming US-China 'theatre': Jakarta
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Post columnist In the article, the writer cautions about the growing build-up of strongholds by the
US and China in the area around the region, and urges the alliance to respond effectively to
secure its position. 15. Chicago Tribune Feb. 28, 2019 Metra and Amtrak service was set to
return to normal for the morning rush Friday, a day after more than 60,000 Chicago commuters
either had long waits or had to find another way home Thursday because of an Amtrak signal
problem. Amtrak said the system had been restored just before 9 p.m. Thursday, so Friday’s
commute would not be affected. The passenger railroad apologized in statement to its own
customers and to Metra’s customers. Amtrak also said it will have additional crews on standby
on Friday. 16. Chicago Tribune of Mar. 12, 2019 (partially excerpted) A CTA train hit a car
shortly before 9 p.m. near the westbound lane on I-190 near Mannheim Road, according to
Illinois State Police. The driver was taken to an area hospital in critical condition, state police
said. NY Times/California Today of July 19, 2018 14. Chicago Tribune of Mar. 7, 2019 The
suspected gunman in the fatal shooting of a McHenry County sheriff's officer is in custody after
an hourslong standoff with police off Interstate 55 south of Bloomington, authorities said. Floyd
Brown fled downstate after the shooting, but crashed his vehicle near Lincoln around 11:30
a.m. after leading Illinois State Police on a chase that reached speeds over100 mph, authorities
said.
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